Fastest Way To Shop For A Home? Snap It!

(NAPS)—House-hunting can be a lot less stressful and complicated than many people realize.

That's because a powerful, free phone app, Homesnap, makes researching and discovering your dream home a “snap.” No more grabbing flyers or scrambling to write down an address to share with your agent. Forget about struggling to figure out school districts and property boundaries, too.
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**Picture this: Your dream home can be easier to find with the help of this app.**

Here's how it works: When you see a house for sale, snap its photo. Details such as real estate taxes, sales price, interior photos, how long it's been on the market, any price changes—even school district ratings instantly appear on your phone. Even if a home is off the market, you can use Homesnap to see what any home is worth! Want to share the picture with someone? Just tap a link within the app.

Homesnap has been named HGTV's "most addictive real estate app" and REALTOR® Magazine's "best mobile tool." Real estate agents recommend it because their buyers love it. Across more than 600 cities in Illinois, nearly 70 percent of agents have Homesnap, according to Midwest Real Estate Data (MRED).

**Learn More**

Discover more details and get the free app for yourself at www.gethomesnap.app.

---

**Editor's Note:** While this story is of interest everywhere, it may be of particular interest in the state of Illinois, as this app is now accessible in more than 600 cities across the state.